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Become Like the Pure Water the World Needs 

 

This is Mother’s welcoming message to the young people attending the 2014 Aloha Reunion with 
True Parents at Queen Coffee Garden, Hawaii, on July 22. 

Note: This message has been translate and edited by TP magazine team, and published in August 2014 issue of True Peace 
magazine. 

 

 

My message today for you is to become water that disperses the true love of our Heavenly Parent 

and the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind. Water is a living substance that is 

essential to all people and creation, including animals, without exception. What would happen if 

we did not have water? We’d die. Though water is precious, it has become polluted; however, we 

cannot let it kill all living beings. 
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Thanks to True Parents, you are like pure water born from blessed families. This was possible for 

the first time in six thousand years. You are like pure water. All living beings should delight in 

your presence wherever you go. However, we do not enjoy such an environment today. Why is 

that? You will learn why through this workshop; you will learn what kind of people True Parents 

are, what your responsibilities and missions are, and about the victorious environment that True 

Parents have achieved thus far. You must be able to see it yourselves and experience it. You are 

still growing, so I hope you all can nurture expansive dreams during this workshop. Do you 

understand? 

True Parents must not be only your true parents but also humanity’s. Even though the seven 

billion people of the fallen world do not know how they ended up in such an environment, their 

original minds desire to become happy, to find peace and to live a good life. Yet, the reality is that 

members of the human race throughout history have been aggravating every problem. Not a day 

goes by comfortably. We thought that we would be happy if food were abundant and if we lived 

well, but that is not the case either. We become discontent. 

Why is that? It is because the people of the world today did not live according to God’s word and 

did not receive the blessing. The Fall, committed by Adam and Eve, the first ancestors, brought 

about our dismal history. God was supposed to become the king of peace and the owner, but 

because the world came under Satan, peace could not reign in the world. Do you understand? 

When you look at history, territorial problems, racial problems, religious problems and the 

development of not-so-good culture for the convenience of civilization are causing destruction. 

Do you understand? The only people that can resolve all these problems are True Parents. Only 

True Parents can do that. Yet, not many people know of True Parents. 

This points out that your parents, who received the blessing first, whether they are in the first or 

second generation, did not fulfill their responsibilities. Do you understand? They were supposed 

to create a wider, larger environment in front of True Parents; yet, what can you say? They lacked 

the ability and the competence to carry it out, so they were not capable enough to support True 
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Parents in all fields. Consequently, I would like to entertain great hopes in your big dreams. 

What do you think? 

The first thing I did after True Father’s ascension was to organize Father’s teachings. We have 

accumulated around six hundred volumes of his speeches over the past fifty or so years. Not 

everyone can read them all. It is difficult to read all those volumes. Digesting the material they 

contain would be hard. That is why I have classified the material, given titles to parts and have 

organ to easily understand and digest the teachings Father gave for the purpose of raising you 

into beings that can bring about new changes. For that purpose, I am in the process of making 

three volumes; two of which have already been completed. The last volume is Cham Bumo 

Gyeong. Once these three volumes are completed, all humanity will have access to these 

teachings and will know how they are supposed to live. 

All people need water. Living beings dance wherever there is water. However, you are the only 

pure water in the world. You are pure, untainted and not polluted. The world today, however, 

has become heavily polluted. As you probably know through the news, this is a season when 

Korea should be having rain. It is the rainy season there, but it has not been raining much. This 

drought has caused fields and farms to go dry and crack. Human mistakes have caused this 

phenomenon and I cannot just helplessly watch this happen as the True Mother. We must stand 

up and correct this problem. We must teach people that we must restore the environment to the 

form that God created, a world that has not fallen and one that is pure. This is our responsibility. 

Do you understand? 

Now, when we look at the world, Hawaii can be seen as the most unpolluted island in the world. 

The Hawaiian Islands comprise seven islands, and we call the island of Hawaii, which is the 

island we are on, the Big Island. This is the most unpolluted island. The volcano that created it is 

still active and exploding underwater. In other words, the island is still expanding. It is a growing 

island. 
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As you observe this amazing environment during the workshop, I hope you can offer sincere 

gratitude to our Heavenly Parent. As you enjoy the natural surroundings, please think of the 

environment in your countries and reflect on what field you need to study in order to become 

leaders that can make your countries beautiful, that can realize the ideal of the kingdom of 

heaven that our Heavenly Parent originally intended and leaders that can become pure water. 

Please be determined to become like pure water. Do you understand? 

You were chosen to be in this workshop from among second-generation members around the 

world. Dozens, even hundreds of young members want to be where you are now. This is how 

precious every single moment you spend here is. Please always remember this and study hard./ 


